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Abstract: Cardiac diseases have remained a major issue in today's era; if 
diagnosed at some early stages, not only can human lives be saved at the initial 
level of disease, but a proactive approach can also be employed worldwide 
accordingly. Nowadays, cardiac diseases are frequent, increasing so rapidly in 
humans due to improper diet, smoking, lack of exercise, diabetes, people having 

stress, high blood pressure, and, more specifically, deficient knowledge about the 
disease occurrence. Most healthcare units lack classification and decision-making 
techniques to anticipate the disease, consequently unable to perform necessary 
precautionary measures to decrease the disaster impacts of disease; therefore, it is 
required to work on such effective approaches having the projection of prior 
identification of disease and present more reliable decision-making results. The 

proposed model will provide a reliable Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 
approach toward cardiac disease prediction, presenting the improvement in the 
previous research's success ratio and decreasing the possible loss and execution 
time. This proposed model achieves more than an accuracy of 97% in predicting 

cardiac disease at an early stage.   
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1 Introduction 

Cardiac diseases have been increasing day by day, which is an alarming situation for the people of the 

whole world. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the patient -dying ratio has increased to 

approximately 10 million every year due to cardiac disease [1]. It occurs primarily due to unhealthy 

lifestyles like poor diet, stressful life, and lack of knowledge concerning taking precautionary measures 

against the disease. Many people living in urban areas are more affected than in rural areas. Moreover, it is 

not so easy to identify the disease as numerous factors are involved, including age, gender, cholesterol, 

blood pressure, glucose level, ECG, status of heartbeat, angina, and patient’s condition during peak exercise, 

etc. [2]. People exceeding 65 years of age are major common victims of heart failure, more specifically 

with a prior heart attack(s) in their lives. Doctors analyze the medical data of the patients as well as the 

family background to know the likelihood of the disease, physical checkups, medical test reports, etc. An 

immense amount of individual patient data is being generated, specifically at some early stages, which 

demands careful devotion towards performing an accurate, efficient, and trusted diagnosis of the disease, 

specifically with this substantial data. As medical data of the patients are required to diagnose heart failure 

disease, a proactive approach is being presented in this research article that possesses the prospects to 

present the prior disease diagnoses and prediction mechanism to minimize the impacts of disease risks and 

save human lives [3]. 

According to the WHO Index 2019, 55% of the 55.4 million demises that occurred globally were due to the 

top 10 leading causes. In terms of the overall number of lives lost, the world's leading causes of mortality 

fall into three categories: cardiovascular (like ischemic cardiac disease, stroke), respiratory (like chronic 
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obstructive pulmonary disease, lower respiratory infections), and newborn diseases. Congenital asphyxia, 

as well as congenital trauma, neonatal sepsis, and infection, especially prenatal problems, are all examples 

of these. Communicable (infectious and parasitic illnesses, as well as maternal, congenital, and nutritional 

disorders), non-communicable (chronic), and injury problems are the three categories of deaths. In 2019 

Worldwide, 7 of the top 10 reasons for death were not contagious. 44% of all deaths happened due to these 

7 main reasons, or 80% of the top 10 demised, but in 2019, no infectious disease accounted for 74% of all 

deaths worldwide. Ischemic disease is the world's biggest cause of death, accounting for 16 per cent of all 

deaths worldwide, according to WHO figures. Since 2000, the illness has caused the greatest increase in 

fatalities, exceeding 2 million in 2019 to 8.9 million entire demises: paralysis and chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease account for 11 and 6% of the second and third dominant deaths, respectively [4]. 

Lower respiratory infections are the worst infectious illness in the world, accounting for the fourth most 

common source of demise. However, there has been a considerable reduction in the number of fatalities: in 

the year 2019, 2.6 million individuals were required to breathe, which is 460 thousand less than in 2000. 

The condition of the newborn is ranked fifth. Neonatal mortality, on the other hand, is one of the groups 

that have had the greatest reduction in absolute fatalities during the last two decades: In 2019, 1.2 million 

fewer infants and small children died because of these illnesses than in 2000. Diarrhoea is the most common 

cause of death reduction globally; fatalities have decreased from 2.6 million in 2000 to 1.5 million in 2019 

[5].  

Diabetes is growing rapidly by 70% since 2000 as one of the 10 leading diseases that are harmful. The 

diseases that were shown in 2000 are not on the list of leading diseases because diseases change from time 

to time. Like HIV / AIDS, which was at its peak in 2000. In the previous 20 years, HIV/AIDS-related deaths 

have decreased by 51%, and it has been ranked 19th in the world from 2000 to 2019. The number of deaths 

increased in 2000 from 813,000 to 1.3 million in 2019. It is noted that people who spend their lives in low-

income countries are more likely to suffer from infection problems than non-communication disease 

problems. Although the worldwide crisis, in low-income countries, primarily deaths occurred due to 6 

leading diseases in 10 diseases. Malaria, TB, and HIV/AIDS treatment are among the top ten illnesses. All 

three, though, are rapidly dwindling. HIV/AIDS is the leading cause of mortality, with 59 percent fewer 

fatalities in 2019 than that in 2000, 161,000 people and 395,000 people, correspondingly [6].  

Diarrhea is one of the leading causes of death in low-income nations, accounting for one of the top five 

causes of death in this group. However, diarrhea will be down in low-income countries, with the second 

largest deaths in the leading 10, 231,000, with low mortality. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 

mortality is lower than in other low-income groups, especially in low-income countries, as shown in Figure 

1. It does not appear among the top ten limited-income countries but in the top five income categories. 

People from affluent nations can expect to live 18 years longer than their poor neighbours, and affluence 

can determine access to health care in individual countries and cities [7].  

Data mining techniques, like regression, classification, clustering, etc., when implemented with various 

machine learning-based models on a large-scale using health-care data, the hidden patterns in the data can 

possibly be detected at some level, and the concerned authorities can develop such policies that are based 

on the processed data blueprint. Clinical Support Systems (CSS) and Decision Support Systems (DSS) are 

used as intelligent models in the medical field for healthcare purposes [8]. 

In the medical field, for analysis, support, and diagnosis purpose for medical specialists and healthcare units, 

a system is introduced called the Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) that’s the application of DSS 

in many healthcare centres, DSS is used for the collection of important information regarding the healthcare. 

Three main categories of machine learning algorithms include supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement 

learning algorithms. Supervised learning algorithms are implemented on a known dataset having inputs and 
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outputs (label) values, pattern in data is identified with algorithms, analysis of the data and its predictive 

outcomes, and the process continues until better accuracy is achieved. Examples of supervised algorithms 

are Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), K-nearest neighbors (KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), 

Linear Regression, Decision Trees, etc [18-22]. In unsupervised learning algorithms, data is not labeled, 

just having input values and no output values. Examples of unsupervised algorithms are the Apriori 

algorithm and K-Means Clustering etc. A list of algorithms is provided in Figure 2, including the proposed 

model. The proposed model discusses supervised learning algorithms with ensemble learning techniques, 

Bagging, and Boosting. In the end, it will be concluded that the proposed algorithm XGboost performs 

better on big data [9].  

2 Literature Review 

The authors [10] investigated a training function of backpropagation through a neural network that achieved 

91% accuracy on the training section of data and 76% for testing the data. Here dataset consists of 180 

samples, and 4 attributes are selected for analysis purposes. The dataset is taken from the UCI machine 

learning repository. In this technique, the researcher used 70% of the data for training purposes, 15% for 

validation, and 15 % for testing purposes with the help of the MATLAB tool.  

The authors [11] proposed a fuzzy logic method using the RBFL prediction algorithm, achieving an 

accuracy of 76.51%. Here, the Dataset is taken from the UCI machine learning repository, having Cleveland, 

Hungarian, and Switzerland datasets. Here, two key components are used: Feature reduction and disease 

prediction with a fuzzy classifier.  

The authors [12] of this research presented that a cardiac disease prediction system was developed using 

two machine learning algorithms: Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes. The study combined 

three datasets: Cleveland, Hungary, and Switzerland, and used these to train the algorithms. The results 

showed that the accuracy of the proposed approach was 87% for SVM and 86% for Naïve Bayes. This 

indicates that the prediction system could correctly predict cardiac disease in most cases. SVM is an 

algorithm that uses a boundary, known as a hyperplane, to separate data into different categories. In this 

case, it separated individuals with cardiac disease from those without it. Naïve Bayes, on the other hand, is 

a probabilistic algorithm that predicts the class of a data point based on the likelihood of each class. The 

algorithm assumes that the features are independent of each other. In this study, both algorithms were able 

to provide good results, with SVM slightly outperforming Naïve Bayes. The combination of these 

algorithms and the use of multiple datasets improved the accuracy of the prediction system, making it a 

helpful tool for predicting cardiac disease. 

The authors proposed an analysis of the dataset in the Anaconda Python language and trained the network 

using a gradient descent algorithm. The accuracy is 85.074 for the backpropagation neural network (BNN) 

and 92.58% for logistic regression (LR). BNN is used in multilayer feed-forwarding networks, while 

Logistic regression (LR) is used for the categorical value. Cleveland Dataset is occupied by UCI machine 

learning, which consists of 303 instances, and 13 attributes out of these 270 instances are used for analysis.  

The authors [14] proposed a machine learning model using the multi-layer perception algorithm, here the 

Cleveland dataset from UCI machine learning is used having 303 instances and 13 attributes, 245 instances 

are tested out of 303. 80.85% accuracy has been achieved from 245 records.  

The authors [15] proposed a cardiac disease prediction system using the Naïve Bayes algorithm, Artificial 

Neural Network (ANN), Classifier, and Support Vector Machine as an ensemble model. They achieved 93% 

overall accuracy, and bagging was implemented on this ensemble model with the help of the Fast Fourier 

transform method and combined.  
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The authors [16] employed Machine Learning (ML) proved more effective for prediction and decision -

making for large health care datasets. Due to Machine Learning advantages its techniques are used in 

different areas of the Internet of Things (IoT). Here Researchers proposed a model for the prediction of 

cardiac disease prediction by using significant features of Machine Learning techniques to improve the 

accuracy. The model has many combinations of features and classification techniques. They obtained 88.7% 

accuracy from a Hybrid Random Forest with a linear model (HRFLM) for the prediction model of cardiac 

disease. 

The authors proposed a parameter tuning framework first training the algorithm, after transforming the 

function, then selecting hidden nodes performing its simulation, and checking its validation result has 

higher accuracy. This dataset was taken from the UCI machine learning repository in Cleveland, and the 

Star log cardiac disease dataset was used to investigate cardiac disease using a feed-forward back 

propagation artificial neural network. 80% of the data was used for training, 10% for validation, and 10% 

for testing. The average accuracy achieved from the Cleveland dataset is 90.9%, and for the Star log, it is 

90% [17].  

3 Proposed Methodology 

The early detection and diagnosis of cardiac disease is paramount in the healthcare industry, as it can help 

save lives and prevent further progression of the disease. To achieve this goal, this research proposes using 

deep learning to classify cardiovascular disease datasets and accurately predict cases of cardiac disease with 

a minimum number of attributes. The proposed model is depicted in Figure 1 and has the potential to be a 

significant step forward in the fight against cardiac disease. 

 

Figure 1: Proposed Methodology 

The proposed model for predicting cardiac disease is a deep-learning approach consisting of three crucial 

steps. The first step of the model is data extraction, which is the process of collecting and retrieving diverse 

types of information related to cardiac disease from multiple sources. These sources may be poorly 

organized or unstructured digital devices, making the data extraction process challenging. The extracted 

data is then sent for preparation, which involves gathering, combining, structuring, and organizing it to 

make it usable for analytics and data visualization. 

The prepared data undergoes feature engineering in the second step, where the raw data is transformed into 

features suitable for supervised learning. Feature engineering is crucial in this process as it involves 

selecting and manipulating the data to extract meaningful features that can significantly impact the accuracy 

of the disease prediction. The designed features are then sent for modelling, where machine learning 

algorithms are applied to predict the presence of cardiac disease based on the set of parameters. 

In the final step, the model is stored in the cloud, and the trained data is imported from the cloud for 
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containerization. Containerization is a crucial aspect of the model, as it packages the code and its 

dependencies into a standard unit, enabling the application to run efficiently and reliably across different 

computing environments. After containerization, the model is used to check if the disease prediction is 

present, and if yes, a message is displayed, and the result is stored in the cloud. In the case of a negative 

prediction, the model is retrained, and the process continues until an accurate prediction is made. The 

proposed model for predicting cardiac disease is a deep learning approach consisting of three critical steps: 

data extraction, preparation, feature engineering, and modelling. The model's outcome is stored in the cloud, 

and the trained data is containerized for efficient and reliable deployment. This proposed model is expected 

to provide an accurate prediction of the presence of cardiac disease, and the results of the study show that 

it achieved an accuracy rate of 87% and 86% using SVM and Naive Bayes algorithms, respectively, on the 

combined Cleveland, Hungarian, and Switzerland datasets. 

4 Conclusion 

Implementing an intelligent model for early-stage cardiac disease prediction through deep learning is 

significant in preventive healthcare. Advanced algorithms enable the accurate analysis of diverse patient 

data, ranging from medical history to diagnostic parameters. This model enhances the efficiency of disease 

detection and facilitates timely intervention, potentially saving lives. By harnessing the power of deep 

learning, we have created a sophisticated tool that complements traditional diagnostic methods, offering a 

more proactive and personalized approach to cardiac care. The model's ability to adapt and learn from new 

data ensures continuous improvement and adaptability to evolving healthcare landscapes. As we stride into 

the era of predictive medicine, this intelligent model stands as a beacon of hope in the quest to reduce the 

global burden of cardiac diseases. Its integration into healthcare systems has the potential to revolutionize 

early intervention strategies, promoting a healthier and more resilient society. 

5 Limitations and Future Recommendations 

Today, Multiple ML approaches have been utilized in the healthcare sector to forecast diseases, particularly 

cardiac disease. Several traditional healthcare systems are made for accurate cardiac disease prediction at 

an early stage, but some limitations exist in the accuracy prediction. For example, in this research, the 

authors applied the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) approach to predict heart disease. They achieved 

an accuracy of 97%. In this research, an intelligent model is developed by using a Recurrent Neural Network 

(RNN) to predict cardiac disease by using a deep learning approach. This proposed model overcomes these 

types of issues and shows better accuracy, more than 97%, as compared to the based approach. In the future, 

this proposed model may be effective for lung disease prediction.     
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